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Using a high-repetition-rate Thomson scattering diagnostic, we observe a peak in electron
temperature Te coinciding with the location of a large magnetic island in the Madison Symmetric
Torus. Magnetohydrodynamic modeling of this quasi-single helicity plasma indicates that smaller
adjacent islands overlap with and destroy the large island flux surfaces. The estimated stochastic
electron thermal conductivity (30 m2 =s) is consistent with the conductivity inferred from the
observed Te gradient and ohmic heating power. Island-shaped Te peaks can result from partially
stochastic magnetic islands. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5021893
I. INTRODUCTION

The transport of particles along stochastic trajectories is
an important phenomenon in both plasma1 and fluid turbulence.2 Stochastic transport may play a role in tokamak and
stellarator divertor control,3 avoidance of edge instabilities
in tokamaks,4 and core confinement improvement in the
spherical tokamak5 and reversed-field pinch (RFP).6 In the
following, we report a quantitative comparison between theoretical modeling and experimental observations of plasma
transport processes in a partially stochastic magnetic structure (that is, one in which the stochastic transport approaches
the level of transport across closed flux surfaces).
The RFP presents a test case for electron thermal transport in magnetic stochasticity. A standard RFP plasma contains many tearing mode magnetic islands that form at the
magnetic flux surfaces where the safety factor q (a measure
of the field line pitch) takes on low-order rational values.7
Overlap of islands with different helicities produces stochastic magnetic field lines. The dominant radial transport mechanism in the RFP core is rapid parallel transport along highly
stochastic magnetic field lines.8,9
The degree of stochasticity and transport varies cyclically during the quasi-periodic sawtooth cycle. In the standard RFP, the parallel current density tends to peak on-axis
due to the balance between inductive drive and ohmic dissipation.6,10 The gradual ramp-up of the parallel current density
ends with a sawtooth crash. During the crash, tearing mode
instabilities (which exist at moderate amplitudes during the
ramp phase) rapidly grow to large amplitude, resulting in
increased stochasticity and reduced confinement.8 The nonlinear interaction of the modes also acts to flatten the parallel
current profile, restarting the cycle.10 At high plasma current,
the core-most tearing mode tends to grow larger between
sawteeth, while the others decay, resulting in a quasi-single
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helicity (QSH) state: a coherent helical magnetic structure
with locally improved confinement.11,12
Hot island-shaped structures are observed in the RFXmod RFP during QSH,11–14 with local electron thermal conductivity ve  10 m2 =s,15 much lower than the typical values
of several hundred meters squared per second in the stochastic region. These hot structures were associated with remnant
islands, which are closed nested flux surfaces remaining
around the O-points of magnetic islands, surrounded by stochastic magnetic field lines. The Madison Symmetric Torus
(MST) and the EXTRAP T2R RFPs have also produced
signatures of locally improved confinement within remnant
islands.16,17 However, locally improved confinement might
occur even without the restoration of closed helical flux surfaces within an island, as long as the magnetic field line diffusion rate is sufficiently reduced. Recent theoretical results
suggest that transport barriers may be hidden within stochastic fields.18 In tokamaks, isolated magnetic islands often exist
with good helical flux surfaces, but ohmic heating is not
observed to cause hot islands.19–22 However, there is a recent
experimental evidence that electrostatic turbulent transport is
reduced inside large islands.23,24
In Sec. II, we report agreement between the observed
conductivity ve  2765 m2 =s within a stochastic, an islandshaped electron temperature (Te ) structure in the Madison
Symmetric Torus (MST) RFP, and the estimated conductivity ve  30 m2 =s due to stochastic transport in that region.
The stochastic structure results from the destruction of a
large magnetic island with poloidal and toroidal mode numbers m ¼ 1; n ¼ 6 by overlap with smaller neighboring
islands. A two-dimensional view of the Te structure is captured in a single discharge for the first time in an RFP by the
new high-repetition-rate Thomson scattering (TS) laser.25–27
We demonstrate that peaked island-shaped Te structures do
not necessarily imply remnant islands in which closed flux
surfaces fill the majority of the island volume.
In Sec. III, we provide an evidence for heating of n ¼ 6
magnetic structures using statistical analysis of a large dataset
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FIG. 1. (a) Te as a function of normalized minor radius r=a and n ¼ 6 magnetic mode phase f. Radius and phase
have been corrected for the Shafranov
shift. The black curves are contours of
n ¼ 6 helical magnetic flux. (b) Te at
time points where the X and O points
of the island (solid and dashed lines,
respectively) are near the TS diagnostic. The shading indicates standard
deviation uncertainty. The vertical line
marks the rational surface radius.

of fluctuation measurements at lower TS sampling rate. In
particular, the strong radial asymmetry of the second and
higher harmonics of the Te fluctuation correlated to the magnetic mode phase is inconsistent with an isothermal model for
a magnetic island, even when the possibility of asymmetry of
the underlying magnetic island is considered. These measurements show that the phenomenon of heating in (possibly stochastic) islands occurs more generally during the sawtooth
cycle on MST, not only during QSH periods.
II. SINGLE-SHOT RESULTS WITH HIGH-REPETITIONRATE THOMSON LASER

MST discharge 1140726089 displays clear Te fluctuations
correlated with the n ¼ 6 tearing mode, shown in Fig. 1. Firing
25 pulses at 66 kHz repetition rate, the new Thomson scattering
(TS) laser provided several radial profiles through the structure
per period as it rotated toroidally past the diagnostic at 10 kHz.
The hot spots near normalized minor radius r=a  0:3 (where
the minor radius of MST is a ¼ 52 cm) coincide with the
O-point of a 16-cm wide island in the n ¼ 6 helical flux, as
determined by MHD modeling (described below). The helical
flux surfaces in Fig. 1(a) have not been adjusted to fit the
Te structure, being derived from modeling based only on edge
magnetic measurements. The core region between the island
and the magnetic axis (at r=a ¼ 0) is also heat-confining, probably due to the presence of unbroken flux surfaces as indicated
by field line tracing described below.
The discharge parameters are plasma current Ip  400 kA,
line-averaged electron density ne  1:6  1019 m3 ; and reversal parameter of the toroidal field F  B/ ðaÞ=hB/ i  0:3.
ð1;6Þ
The edge amplitude Bh ðaÞ of the n ¼ 6 mode is 13 G at this
time, or 0.9% of the mean poloidal field at the wall. The n ¼ 5
amplitude is 0.75 G, and the n  7 amplitudes are 2.5 G or
less. This constitutes a QSH state.

the rest of the calculations in this work. (R0 ¼ 1:5 m is the
major radius of MST.) The tearing mode magnetic perturbations were derived from DEBS29 nonlinear single-fluid viscoresistive MHD simulations in periodic cylindrical geometry
detailed in Ref. 8, using the following methodology. The
profiles of Bðm;nÞ ðrÞ for each mode were averaged over times
where the reversal parameter was close to the experimental
value during the sawtooth cycle of these initial-value simulations. The n ¼ 6 profile is consistent with the results from
the previous experiments using a polarimetry diagnostic.30
ðm;nÞ
Each mode profile was scaled to have the same Bh ðr ¼ aÞ
as measured in MST at the measurement time. (DEBS simulations typically yield saturated mode amplitudes twice as
large as those measured in MST.8,9) Figure 2 summarizes the
resulting island widths and resonant locations, where qðrÞ
¼ m=n.
B. Magnetic stochasticity

The flux surfaces of Fig. 1(a) exist only in the singlehelicity approximation. As shown in Fig. 2, the n ¼ 7 and
n ¼ 8 islands overlap the n ¼ 6 island. The MAL code8,9 was
used to trace field lines using a magnetic field incorporating
the n ¼ 5 through n ¼ 10 modes, scaled as described above.
Figure 3 shows that despite the island overlap and resulting
stochasticity, field lines still follow the n ¼ 6 island surfaces

A. MHD modeling

The magnetic fields used to compute the n ¼ 6 helical
flux in Fig. 1(a) were found as follows. MSTFIT, an axisymmetric Grad-Shafranov equilibrium solver,28 reconstructed
the mean magnetic fields. The Bh and q profiles from MSTFIT
were used with the relation q ¼ rB/ =R0 Bh to find the correct
B/ to use in the periodic cylindrical geometry adopted for

FIG. 2. Safety factor profile from MSTFIT. Horizontal bars indicate the resonant location and width of tearing mode islands, labeled by toroidal mode
number, with poloidal mode number m ¼ 1.
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FIG. 3. (a) Poincareplot of the stochastic field at poloidal angle h ¼ 0. Black contours are n ¼ 6 flux surfaces. Red field lines were launched near the O-point,
blue lines at the high-r side of the separatrix, and green lines from the low-r side (the core). Lines were traced for kmfp  125 m. The black field line lies on a
remnant flux surface. It was traced 1 km. (b) Connection length to the separatrix.

to a degree, especially near the separatrix. Thus, the observed
Te structure could reflect the n ¼ 6 island shape.
There are several features of note in the stochastic field
in Fig. 3. The pattern of lobes is reminiscent of a homoclinic
tangle, such as is illustrated by Evans et al.31 Small remnants
exist of a secondary island, formed where the n ¼ 7 perturbation is resonant with the field line pitch of the unperturbed
n ¼ 6 island. Some of the complex field line structure may be
reflected in Fig. 1(a), although a firm conclusion is not possible given the diagnostic uncertainty during this discharge.
The core region (near r ¼ 0) contains closed surfaces, which
matches the hot core seen in Fig. 1(a). Varying the mode
amplitudes by up to 20% (within uncertainties) can lead to
remnant island flux surfaces surrounding the O-point, or to
somewhat larger remnant secondary islands. While we cannot
rule out these scenarios, the present analysis is focused on the
most probable configuration according to our modeling.
We define the connection length Lc within the stochastic
field region inside the (single-helicity) separatrix as the distance along a field line at which the field line first escapes
through the separatrix. Figure 3(b) demonstrates that a large
fraction of the field lines inside the separatrix have
Lc > kmfp , where kmfp  125 m is the electron collisional
mean free path. Thus, thermal isolation of the island interior
is plausible. Lc grows exponentially approaching the remnant
secondary islands.

C. Stochastic transport estimate

We estimate the thermal transport along the stochastic
magnetic field using a diffusive random walk approximation.
We take the time step of the random walk to be the electron-ion
collision time sei  1:1  105 s. During a collision time, an
electron moving with thermal velocity vth;e  1:1  107 m=s
will travel one mean free path length kmfp  125 m. Therefore,
we evaluate the dispersal d2  hðDqÞ2 i for 1000 lines launched
from near the O-point and followed for a distance of 125 m.
Here, Dq ¼ qðLÞ  qð0Þ is the displacement of a field line in
terms of q, the distance radially outward from the O-point to
the flux surface. Evaluating d2 at L ¼ 125 m yields d2 ¼ 1:1
103 m2 .
Figure 4(a) shows the behavior of d2 over field line
length L. For intermediate values of L, d2 / L3 , indicating
super-diffusive32 field line motion. (Diffusion is characterized by d2 / L.) Super-diffusion indicates correlated field
line trajectories. The dispersal saturates for L > 200 m as
the field line distribution equilibrates in the finite stochastic
volume.
Mirror trapping reduces the thermal conductivity along
field lines as shown in Ref. 8. This effect is quantified by the
effective passing fraction fp . To estimate the total reduction
of parallel heat flux from trapped particle effects including
trapped-passing collisions (but considering only the axisymmetric field), we refer to Ref. 33. At the rational surface

FIG. 4. (a) Field line dispersal as a
function of field line length. (b) Number
density of field lines as a function of
island effective radius.
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radius, the inverse aspect ratio is   0:1. We estimate that
the ratio of parallel temperature gradient length LT to the
collision length kmfp is between 100 and 102. From Fig. 4 in
Ref. 33, an estimate for the parallel heat flux fractional
reduction is ft ¼ 1  fp  0:4 for these conditions.
The form of our stochastic diffusion estimate is thus8
ve;m ¼ fp

d2
:
2sei

(1)

Combining the values for these quantities estimated above,
we arrive at ve;m  30 m2 =s.
D. Power balance transport estimate

To compare with this stochastic transport estimate, we calculate the thermal transport by assuming that the electron number density ne , ohmic heating power density gJ 2 , and effective
perpendicular thermal conductivity ve are spatially constant
and that the temperature is constant in time. Integration of the
thermal energy continuity equation
r  Q þ gJ 2 ¼ 0;

(2)

with a conductive model for the heat transport
Q ¼ ne ve rTe ;
over the volume enclosed by a flux surface yields
 
A
2
;
gJ ¼ ne ve hrTe i
V

(3)

(4)

where A is the area of a flux surface, V is the enclosed volume inside the surface, W is the n ¼ 6 helical flux, and
 þ

@Te 1
hrTe i  
rW  dA
(5)
@W A

of the plasma (island, core, and exterior), we allow a different conductivity for each region, which is spatially constant
within a given region. The separatrix temperature is used
as the boundary condition for all three regions. Thus, the
overall model consists of three conductivities plus the separatrix temperature. We performed a least-squares optimization (weighted by the measurement uncertainties) to find the
best-fit value of these four parameters such that our model
best reproduced the measured temperature values.
This model results in an estimate of ve  2765 m2 =s for
the island, at the 95% confidence level, incorporating only the
statistical uncertainties from the measurements of Te . Figure 5
shows the results of the fitting process in terms of the electron
temperature as a function of helical flux. (The Te dataset
was restricted to select measurement points with relative
uncertainties <25%.) The ohmic heating power density (estimated in MSTFIT via the Spitzer resistivity with Zeff  2) is
gJ 2  1:3  106 W=m3 , and the electron density is ne  1:6
1019 m3 : The uncertainties in these quantities have not
been quantified and propagated to the conductivity.
There is some visual indication in Fig. 1 that the confinement is occurring primarily near the O-point rather than uniformly across the island radius, in which case a non-constant
conductivity model might be more appropriate. This would
be expected as well from the field line tracing, which shows
that the field line diffusion is more rapid at the periphery of
the island. The present estimates (both for the power balance
and the stochastic conductivities) should be understood as
effective values for the whole structure.
We obtained several other observations of Te peaking,
with lower signal-to-noise ratio. Field line tracing indicates
remnant islands in these cases. In some instance, no Te structure is observed despite the prediction of a remnant island.
This is consistent with the previous research indicating that
thermal confinement during QSH is intermittent, in ways not
explained by trends in the secondary mode amplitudes as
measured at the plasma edge.14,34 The observation detailed in

is the average temperature gradient over the flux surface.
Eliminating hrTe i from Eqs. (4) and (5) while solving for
the temperature gradient in terms of flux yields
!0
1
@Te
gJ 2
V
þ
¼
(6)
A;
@W
ne ve @
rW  dA
where, under our assumptions, the first factor on the righthand side is constant with respect to flux (except for step
changes in ve across the separatrix). Integrating Eq. (6) with
respect to flux yields
!ð
gJ 2
V
þ
dW þ const:
(7)
Te ðWÞ ¼ 
ne ve
rW  dA
Thus, once the geometric integral has been performed and
the particle and power densities have been fixed, the temperature as a function of flux becomes a linear model with two
parameters (the boundary temperature and the inverse conductivity). In order to model all three topological regions

FIG. 5. Electron temperature as mapped to normalized helical flux WN ,
which is zero at the island O-point and 1 at the separatrix. Red: within the
island; black: core region (between inner side of separatrix and the magnetic
axis); blue: exterior (between outer side of the separatrix and the wall).
Because WN is non-monotonic in radius, the core and the exterior appear as
separate branches. The solid lines represent the least-squares fit model with
conductivities of 27, 5.4, and 150 m2/s for the island, core, and exterior,
respectively, and the separatrix temperature 242 eV.
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this work occurred during the growth phase of the QSH state,
which is more likely to exhibit strong thermal confinement.14
D. Discussion

As shown in Fig. 5, the core region (between the inner
side of the separatrix and the magnetic axis) and the exterior
region (between the outer side of the separatrix and the wall)
have power-balance conductivities of about 5 and 150 m2/s,
respectively. The conductivity of the partially stochastic region
is mid-way between these extremes at 30 m2 =s. Thus, stochastic transport appears to be reduced but not eliminated in
this structure.
The thermal confinement in the partially stochastic magnetic structure is close to values reported previously for helical
structures in RFX-mod and MST. In RFX-Mod, Annibaldi
et al. derive a power-balance thermal conductivity as low as
10 m2 =s for island-shaped electron temperature hot structures.15 Previous power-balance studies of thermal confinement
in n ¼ 5 magnetic structures in MST also yielded 30 m2 =s
minimum electron conductivity, using only ensemble-averaged
measurements.35
The power-balance estimate of the conductivity in the
exterior region is consistent with the previous estimates made
for MST. In Ref. 8, the stochastic transport estimate and
power balance estimates for the range of 1–2 ms following
a sawtooth crash are about 100200 m2 =s, which agrees
well with the power-balance estimate found in this work
(150 m2 =s). The conductivity in the exterior, fully stochastic region is several times higher than our estimate for the
conductivity in the partially stochastic magnetic structure.
III. ENSEMBLE MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A large collection of Thomson scattering data is available using the 25 kHz Thomson scattering laser.36 The system
comprises two lasers whose individual bursts have up to 4
pulses at 80 ls. The two lasers can be interleaved to achieve
bursts of up to 8 pulses at 40 ls period. Alternately, the relative starting times of the two lasers can be adjusted independently to produce bursts of pulse pairs, with each pair having
a time delay as small as 1 ls. In this dataset, the lasers were
fired with a range of spacing between 1 and 5 ls.
We analyze this data to understand the interaction of the
n ¼ 5 and n ¼ 6 modes at more representative amplitudes for
standard discharges. These bursts were acquired during the
interval of one to three milliseconds following a sawtooth crash
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by using a real-time sawtooth detector circuit to trigger the
25 kHz TS laser. About 600 bursts were available for which
Ip  400 kA, ne ¼ 0:8 to 1:2  1019 m3 , and the plasma rotation was not locked to the wall. Due to data quality, about 400
to 500 bursts were used for each radial point in the core,
whereas the two edge-most points had only about 200 bursts.
(Acceptable bursts are defined by having <30% Te uncertainty
for each measurement in the burst.)
Correlating the temperature fluctuations to the magnetic
mode phase over a large ensemble using the model Te ðr; tÞ
¼ Te;0 ðrÞ þ T~e ðrÞ cos ð/m;n þ dm;n Þ yields the mode-induced
temperature fluctuations, despite the short burst length (8 laser
pulses) and a Nyquist frequency that is comparable to the
mode frequency.35,37 In this work, the higher harmonics of
the form T~e ðrÞ cos ð/m;n þ d;m;n Þ, with harmonic number
 > 1, were also considered. (The phase of the higher harmonics was allowed to vary in the fit, so that the relative
phase between the fundamental and higher harmonics was not
assumed from the outset but was rather found from the data.)
The temperature fluctuation profiles of the n ¼ 5 to 7
fluctuations in Fig. 6(a) illustrate that the mode-induced temperature fluctuations overlap significantly. This suggests that
the magnetic field may be stochastic. Despite the probable
absence of closed flux surfaces, the temperature fluctuations
stand out very clearly, demonstrating that each mode is able
to modify transport in the region where it is closest to resonance. The n ¼ 6 fundamental exhibits the characteristic38
zero-crossing in amplitude (and reversal in phase, not shown)
at the rational surface location r=a  0:3, as expected for a
tearing-type mode. While the signal-to-noise ratio is lower,
the n ¼ 7 mode also appears to have tearing-type characteristics. The n ¼ 5 mode is either non-resonant or its resonant
surface may be very close to the magnetic axis.
The higher harmonics ( ¼ 2; 3) of the n ¼ 6 fluctuations have significant amplitude in this ensemble [see Fig.
6(b)]. The strong, highly asymmetric higher harmonics contrast with the relatively small, symmetric higher-harmonic
content for the isothermal island model,38 suggesting that
there is heating even in non-QSH conditions. The fact that
the higher harmonics do not go to zero at the same location
as the fundamental ( ¼ 1) demonstrates variation of the
temperature inside the island volume, since there is no radius
at which all harmonics are simultaneously zero, as would be
expected for an isothermal island.
This logic even holds when we allow for the possibility
of asymmetry in the underlying magnetic island structure, as

FIG. 6. (a) Radial profiles of the electron temperature fluctuation amplitude
correlated with the n ¼ 5 to 7 magnetic
modes. (b) Radial profiles of the first
three harmonics of electron temperature fluctuation correlated with the
n ¼ 6 magnetic mode.
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seen in the fluctuations produced by asymmetric island models.20,23 Island helical flux surface asymmetry is evident in
the flux surfaces of the n ¼ 6 island in Sec. II, in that the Xpoint is shifted radially inward with respect to the O-point.
This displacement is due to the finite first derivative of
the n ¼ 6 mode’s perturbed helical flux profile. In an isothermal model of such an asymmetric island, fluctuations of all
orders still go to zero at the radius of the X-points, which is
in contradiction with our observations. However, both island
heating and island asymmetry can displace the zero-crossing
of the fundamental away from the rational surface radius.
This could necessitate small corrections to the resonant surface location for efforts (such as those of Parke et al.37) to
constrain the safety factor profile based on Te fluctuation profiles, especially if only the fundamental is considered.
The profiles of both the relative amplitudes and phases of
the ensemble fluctuations shown in Fig. 6 are similar to the
fluctuation results obtained when applying the same correlation
analysis to the observed hot island-like structure in Sec. II,
which shows that the ensemble results are consistent with this
origin. The overall amplitude of the ensemble-averaged fluctuations is smaller by a factor of about three, which is consistent
with the fact that the conditions in Sec. II were more favorable
than those of the ensemble for the production of a large region
of reduced stochasticity. Nevertheless, these results suggest
that enhanced local confinement associated with the n ¼ 6
magnetic mode is relatively common between sawteeth in
standard MST discharges, not only in QSH situations.
IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have shown that temperature peaking
can occur even inside island-shaped partially stochastic structures, not only in remnant islands (those whose interior is
filled predominantly with good flux surfaces). The shape and
the confinement properties of the observed Te structure are
consistent with our magnetic field modeling and diffusive
transport approximation, respectively, supporting this conclusion. We thus demonstrate that the observation of hot-islandlike temperature structures does not necessarily indicate the
presence of a remnant island in RFP discharges, since appreciable temperature gradients can be supported in partially stochastic magnetic fields. Appropriate field-line tracing and
plotting techniques help to identify such structures in modeled magnetic fields, which could otherwise go undetected.
Future research is warranted to compare numerical
transport simulations (for instance, fluid calculations as in
Ref. 39 or non-local closures as in Refs. 33 and 40) to the
diffusive approximation applied in this work, and to experimental observations, in complex magnetic fields structures
of this type.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for data shown in all figures.
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